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 July 6, 2023 

Eiken Foundation of Japan 

News release 

Announcement of revisions to the EIKEN Test in Practical 

English Proficiency from the 2024 Academic Year 

【Grades 1, Pre-1, 2, Pre-2, and 3】 
 

The Eiken Foundation of Japan (Eiken) (located in Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo; Chairman: Koichi 

Matsukawa) announces plans to revise the EIKEN Test in Practical English Proficiency (EIKEN) 

for Grades 3 and above (Grade 1, Grade Pre-1, Grade 2, Grade Pre-2, and Grade 3) by introducing 

new question formats starting from the 2024 academic year. 
 

 
✓   

【Background】 
✓   

✓ The EIKEN tests are periodically revised to align with prevailing standards in English 

language education. 

✓ The current Courses of Study emphasize language activities that integrate multiple skills and 

domains, with a focus on developing not only knowledge but also critical thinking, judgment, 

and expressive ability, depending on the purpose, situation, and context of communication. 

✓ Based on these considerations, Eiken has decided to incorporate new question formats that 

reflect the updated standards. The target grades for the revision are Grades 1 to 3. 

【Timing of introduction】 

The first tests with the new format are scheduled to be administered in the first session of the 

2024 academic year. 
 

【Details】（Blue cells indicate revised content.※Refer to the following pages for examples of①②③.） 

 
 

 

Note that the timing, question format, and structure of the revisions are subject to change. 

Any updates will be announced on our website. Further details, including the 2024 exam fees, 

are planned to be announced by the end of September. Examples of the new tasks are 

presented in the following pages. 

Second stage

Reading Writing Duration

1
No change

（100 min）
No change No change

Pre-1
No change

(90 min）
No change

Added introductory sentence

to opinion question (No.4)

※③

2
No change

（85 min）
No change No change

Pre-2
Time extended

(75→80 mins)
No change No change

3 No change
Time extended

(50→65 mins)
No change No change

Grade

First stage

Written exam

Listening Speaking

Reduced number of

vocabulary and

reading

comprehension

questions

(time adjustment)

Number of writing tasks

increased from 1 to 2.

Added 'Summary' task to

existing 'Opinion' task.　※①

Number of writing tasks

increased from 1 to 2.

Added 'E-mail' task to existing

'Opinion' task.　※②
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【Example of Task ①】 

 Grade 1  Writing Added 'Summary' task to existing 'Opinion' task.  
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【Example of Task ①】 

 Grade Pre-1 Writing Added 'Summary' task to existing 'Opinion' task. 
 

 

【Example of Task ①】 

 Grade 2 Writing Added 'Summary' task to existing 'Opinion' task.  
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【Example of Task ②】 

 Grade Pre-2 Writing Added 'E-mail' task to existing 'Opinion' task. 
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【Example of Task ②】 

 Grade 3 Writing Added 'E-mail' task to existing 'Opinion' task.  
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【Example of Task ③】 

 Grade Pre-1 Speaking Added introductory sentence to opinion question 

(No.4) 

       

 

Oral questions asking for test-taker’s own opinion, No.1-4 (asked by examiner） 

 

 

 

 

 

Added introductory sentence (underlined) 

to question No.4 

Topic card 


